


• A cross-sector, full value chain business membership organization

• A convener of collaborations to advance green chemistry innovation & 

practice

• An advocate for government policy & funding that advances green 

chemistry R&D and innovation

Mission: To make green chemistry standard practice – Mainstream – in 

industry, for innovation, public health, and environmental protection





Goals

• Support green and bio-based chemistry start-ups 

• Introduce large strategics to new chemical technologies, 
partnership and investment opportunities

Creating an innovation ecosystem for green and 

bio-based chemistry technologies





Workshop on Leveraging Partnerships 

to Accelerate Green & Bio-Based 

Chemistry Innovation

February 1, 2017

Hosted by

http://greenchemistryandcommerce.org/startup-network/

http://greenchemistryandcommerce.org/startup-network/


Registration is now open! 
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Enforcing Your Patents
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District Courts

• Our Constitution 
protects “writings and 
discoveries.” U.S. Const. 
art. III. The 94 federal 
district courts have 
original jurisdiction over 
patent disputes. The U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the 
Federal Circuit hears 
patent appeals, as does 
the U.S. Supreme Court 
on occasion.
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ITC

• The U.S. ITC has 
jurisdiction over 
imported products. It 
protects U.S. industry 
from unfair 
competition by 
foreign entities. The 
ITC follows the patent 
law but has additional 
domestic industry 
requirements.
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Preparing for Litigation

• Obtain the best patent claims possible

• Steps before suing

– Pre-litigation investigations

– Developing and maintaining litigation themes

– Effectively managing communications
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Obtain Best Patent Claims Possible

• Number one priority!

– Do this first…and diligence later is much easier

• Obtain claims of varying type and scope

– Claim the commercial embodiment

– Claim potential variations thereof

– Claim potential variations of those variations

– Use claim variety to protect your invention from 
potential infringers

– Maintain continuing or pending applications
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Claim Variety

Process of making

Product-by-
process

Composition
Method of use 

(downstream claims)

Means-plus-
function

Invention
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Pre-litigation Due Diligence

• Institute document hold

• Identify and retain potential expert witnesses

• Identify and interview key witnesses

– Inventors

– Declarant(s) (if a declaration submitted during 
prosecution of patent(s) at issue)

– Technical people having knowledge of technical 
aspects of subject matter in patent(s)

– Attorneys who prosecuted patent(s) 
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Pre-litigation Due Diligence

• Locate and review key documents

– Invention records

– Support for working examples or declarations (lab notebooks, 
reports, etc.)

– Inventor publications

– Product literature

– Regulatory filings

– Patent prosecution files, both foreign and domestic

– Correspondence between the attorney and the client

– Documents bearing on validity (e.g., opinions)

– Documents bearing on enforceability
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Potential Challenges from Accused Infringer

• Validity

• Enforceability
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Preparing for Validity Challenges

• Further develop validity positions over prior art 
cited during prosecution

– Further develop scientific arguments made during 
prosecution

– Was the law argued during prosecution consistent 
with current law? KSR, Nautilus, Alice, Myriad, etc.?

• Consider other elements of validity

– Written description and enablement

• Consider potential IPR and PGR challenges
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Preparing for Enforceability Challenges

• Questions to consider:

– Did the inventors or others significantly involved 
with the patent know of material prior art that was 
not cited?

– Were patent examples relied on?

– If so, were they actually performed and accurately 
reported?

– Were any statements to PTO unclear or capable of 
being misconstrued?

– Did representations to the PTO directly conflict with 
representations to other patent offices or agencies?
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Other Housekeeping

• Questions to consider:

– Inventorship correct?  Any inventorship disputes?

– Assignments executed and recorded?

– Small entity vs large entity status correct?  
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Opportunities to Correct

• Reissue patent

–Can broaden within two years

–Can draft narrower claims that are more likely 
to survive a validity attack or newly found art

–Put new art before examiner to negate “but 
for” materiality

• Continuation Applications
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Developing the Invention Story

• Develop story of the invention

– Efforts within and outside company to develop the invention

– Long-felt need for invention

– Unpredictability of field; failures of others; skepticism of 
others

– Uniqueness of invention; surprising or superior results of 
invention

– Acclaim or surprise upon publication

– Success of invention (commercial or otherwise)

– Copying by others (including defendants)

• Blood, sweat, and tears!!
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Developing the Infringement Story

• Develop story of defendant’s infringement

– Defendants are seeking to capitalize on your success

– Consider public statements by defendants

• Do they tout the benefits of the infringing elements in 
their products?

– Consider actions by defendants 

• Are they seeking patents in this same area? 

• Have they attempted to pursue similar 
products/methods?

• Have they attempted to design around?  
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Coordination

• Ensure coordination among departments and in all 
activities by company

– Ongoing concern

– For pharmaceuticals, conform labeling and scope of 
patent protection

– Accuracy of scientific data and descriptions in 
examples, declarations, publications, product 
literature, regulatory filings

– Consistency of factual positions during U.S. and 
foreign prosecution

– Consistency in foreign litigations
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Coordination

• Coordination: Patent and Marketing

–Publications

• Premature disclosures

• Inaccurate development histories

• Inconsistent conclusions
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Communications

• Manage internal communications

–Minimize unhelpful communications

–Control flow of information

–Maintain privilege where appropriate
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Ask Your Attorney

• Attorney-Client 
Privilege

• Attorney work-
product in 
anticipation of  
litigation.

• Discovery of facts 
versus legal theories.
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Thank you

Eric J. Fues

(202) 408-4245

eric.fues@finnegan.com

Denise Main, Ph.D.

(202) 408-4228

denise.main@finnegan.com

Shana K. Cyr, Ph.D.

(571) 203-2434

shana.cyr@finnegan.com
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Disclaimer

These materials are public information and have been prepared solely 
for educational and entertainment purposes to contribute to the 
understanding of U.S. intellectual property law.  These materials reflect 
only the personal views of the author and are not individualized legal 
advice.  It is understood that each case is fact-specific, and that the 
appropriate solution in any case will vary.  Therefore, these materials 
may or may not be relevant to any particular situation.  Thus, the 
author and Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP 
cannot be bound either philosophically or as representatives of their 
various present and future clients to the comments expressed in these 
materials.  The presentation of these materials does not establish any 
form of attorney-client relationship with the author or Finnegan, 
Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP.  While every attempt was 
made to ensure that these materials are accurate, errors or omissions 
may be included.  In such a situation, any and all liability is disclaimed.





Registration is now open.




